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Former Cal Poly secretary Bonnie Gunter Is working at a local tortilla chip manufacturer's office while her lawsuit awaits a 
hearing. She says officials knew she was being harassed into quitting yet didn't help her /  Daily photo by Scott Robinson
To tell the truth
Bonnie Gunter hopes her lawsuit against Cal Poly will end 
what she says has been a tedious saga o f  persecution
By Lan Arends 
and Matthew Hoy
Doily Stoff_ _ _ _ _ _
Bonnie Gunter says she didn’t want to testify against 
her boss.
For two and a half years, she’d been the loyal 
secretary of Arthur Gloster, Cal Poly’s vice president for 
information systems.
So she said it was with great reluctance that she 
found herself before a CSU chancellor’s office investiga­
tive committee on July 17, 1990.
And it was with even greater frustration that she 
eventually filed a lawsuit against the man whom she 
had not wanted to harm, saying she had been betrayed 
because of her testimony that summer.
Although a soft-spoken 54-year-old, Gunter still as­
serts her case in a firm, matter-of-fact manner.
A lawsuit filed in December 1992 in Los Angeles 
County Superior Court accuses Gloster and other high- 
ranking CSU administrative officials — including Cal
Poly President Warren Baker and CSU Chancellor Barry 
Munitz — of conspiring to drive Gunter out of employ­
ment at Cal Poly.
She claims Gloster began a campaign of harassment 
against her, and that Baker, Munitz and other univer­
sity administrators sought to deny her relief from the 
abuse.
She is demanding re-instatement in a similar 
secretarial position somewhere on the campus and re­
questing back pay from the date she left Cal Poly to the 
day she returns to work.
Gunter contends that all her troubles stem from her 
unavoidable role in the investigation of her boss.
The investigative committee was searching for 
evidence of possible improprieties by Gloster. Claims 
had been made to the chancellor’s office that Gloster 
made imprudent use of his authority as the top ad­
ministrator of the campus computer and information
network. ___
See G U N T E R ,  page 7
Parking, perverts and paramedics
By Silos Lyons 
and Amy J . MBIor
DalyStoff_______________________________Today, the Daily continues its up­date on the most newsworthy stories o f fall quarter.
CAMPUS PARKING
After a quarter of angry backlash 
from students and faculty over 
revenue-boosting changes in campus 
parking. Cal Poly Public Safety and 
parking officials said this week they 
are planning to take down some of the 
controversial new meters.
Parking Administrator Cindy 
Campbell said her division is analyz­
ing quarter-long coin-counts from 
meters. She said some that are ob-
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Wednesday: Keeping the campus safe; 
student party patrols 
Today: Parking on and around 
campus; residence hall communica­
tion; and odd sex crime 
Friday: A  dangerous railroad crossing; 
Art Center hopes; financial aid 
problems
viously not being used will be 
removed.
Public Safety Director Joe Risser
CSU Trustee: 
Student fees to 
continue upward
Faculty representative says state in trouble; 
students may pay one-third of education costs
By Cynthia L. Webb
Doily StoK Writer
Students’ university fees will inevitably continue to 
climb until students are paying one-third of the total cost 
of their educations.
This prediction came from California State University 
Faculty Trustee Bernard Goldstein, interviewed on 'Tues­
day at a reception held in his honor at the Cal Poly Alum­
ni House. — — —— — —I—
Goldstein said 
the CSU’s budget is 
walking a thin line 
right now and the 
m aster plan — 
which pledged to 
provide an educa­
tion for the top one- 
third of California’s 
h i g h  s c h o o l  
graduates — may 
not be holding up 
under pressure.
“The population 
g r o w th  is  e x ­
plosive,” Goldstein 
said. “The demand 
is there, but the 
CSU (system has) 
not been able to 
meet the demand
"W e're in the 
hole $500  
million be­
cause of the 
allotment on 
general funds.
...The problem is that the 
state is broke. ...It's  a major 
struggle. We still need to 
maintain quality."
Bernard Goldstein 
CSU faculty trustee
because of a lack of money.
“We’re in the hole $500 million because of the allot­
ment of general funds,” Goldstein said.
Since 1990, the CSU system’s 4.5 percent allotment of 
general funds from the state has dropped to 3.5 percent 
— though only a one percent decrease, it adds up to a 
half-billion dollar debt, he said.
“The problem is that the state is broke,” he said.
Because of budget woes, the trustees are searching for 
options to help boost the financial state of the system.
“It’s a major struggle,” Goldstein said. “We still need to 
maintain quality, access and affordability.”
Some options include seeking more private and alumni 
support to help keep the system up to par, he said.
But those qualities may not be able to be maintained 
without a fee increase.
“We’re trying to think of a more stable fee policy,” he 
said. “Students would have to pay one-third of their 
education at most.”
Students currently pay 17 percent of the cost of their 
educations, with the state paying for the remaining 
amount. In the future, the state would pay two-thirds.
“We’re not going to do this all at once. It would take 
three to four years to do it,” Goldstein said, adding that it 
would still need to be officially approved by CSU Chancel­
lor Barry Munitz and the Board of'Trustees.
Increasing fees may make it harder for some students 
to pay for college. And the trustees are “very” aware of 
this, Goldstein said.
“It would have to be implemented with a financial aid 
program,” he said.
Another member of the Statewide Academic Senate,
See T R U S T E E ,  page 5
INSIDE T O D A Y 'S  M U ST A N G  DAILY
said some of the meters — the 
majority of which are for 45-minute 
parking — could have time extensions 
to allow people parking there to leave 
their cars and go to class or meetings.
“We knew full well that we would 
have to make follow-up changes,” she 
said. “(The meters) are going to be 
reduced, some greatly. We certainly 
needed to give it at the minimum a 
quarter’s (chance).”
At the beginning of fall quarter. 
Cal Poly made several radical chan­
ges, including replacing many staff 
and some student parking spots with 
metered spaces and ticketing in all 
lots until 10 p.m.
See F A L L ,  page 2
(Central Coast 
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7 school days remaining in fall quarter.
T O D A Y 'S  W E A T H E R : Mostly sunny; NW  aftern(H)n winds 
to 15 mph.
Wednesday's high/low : 6 7 /4 4  Expected high/low : 70/38
TO D A Y
• Liquid Sunshine plays the U.U. Plaza—  11 a.m.
FRIDAY
• Last day to donate toys for Mustang Daily's "Season 
of Sharing." —  756-1796 .
• Chitra Divakaruni reads her poetry, Businass 111,
7 p.ni. —  756-2067 .
• Poly C'hoir "Christmas Cxlehration" concert, Dec. 3-4, 
Liist Baptist C'hurch, 2075 johason Ave., $7.50 for public, 
$4.50 for studenLs —  reservatioas: 756-1421.
UPCOMING
• Sheriff s Office annual Christmas Bicycle program 
—  donate bicycles, Mon. - Fri., 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. —  
781-4576 .
• "Light Up a Life," dedicational tree ornaments hung 
on memorial trees for $15 contribution to Hospice of 
San Luis Obispo —  544-1 538.
• Distinguished Teacher Award nominations; forms 
available at Library and U.U. Information Desk. —  
deadline: Dec. 10.
• Finals week —  Dec. 6-10
• Handel Oratorio Choir performs Part I of Handel's 
Messiah, First Presbyterian Church, corner of Marsh 
and Morro streets, 8 p.m. —  Dec. 11 / 543-7239
Agenda Items; c /o  Mustang Daily, Graphic Arts 226, Col Poly 93407 — Fax; 756-6784
FALL: Dorm, Public Safety officials say they are trying to communicate more
From page 1
Risser said the adjustments were necessary to bring Cal 
Poly in line with California State University regulations 
on parking.
He said although the new parkirig rules could be 
“tailored” to provide more efficient use of limited campus 
parking, the overall changes are not debatable.
“That would be tantamount to my deciding that I was 
going to change the chancellor's office rules because I 
didn’t like them,” he said. “It’s not one of the available op­
tions.”
Campbell said ASI is currently working on a proposal to 
create night parking permits which would be valid from 5 
to 10 p.m. in both staff and general parking spots.
Kym Seibel, who handles university relations for ASI, is 
spearheading the effort. She said her concern is for the 
safety of students who are forced by the new parking en­
forcement to walk after dark from distant lots.
“We think that if we could get this through we could 
eliminate a lot of the worries about safety,” Seibel said.
She projected the permits, if approved by the CSU, will 
be available in the middle of winter quarter or the begin­
ning of spring. She said no cost for the permits has yet 
been decided on.
Seibel, Campbell and Risser are scheduled to meet 
Monday to further discuss the proposal, Seibel said. 
DORMS
Officials say communication between on-campus hous­
ing administrators and Public Safety is on the road to im­
provement — the result of recent efforts by Housing Direc­
tor Preston Allen.
Both Allen and Public Safety Director Joe Risser said 
the way residence halls officials and campus officers com­
municate will be much improved as a result of a recently 
devised two-part plan.
“We have two target areas,” Allen said. “First, com­
munication with Public Safety. Second, communication 
with the residents,”
The issue of communication between dorm officials and 
campus police was called into question in November when 
a man was seen by several female dorm residents mastur­
bating in the women’s restrooms in Yosemite Hall. Dorm 
officials, although notified of the incident by the residents, 
never alerted Public Safety. In fact, police were not aware 
of the incident for a week.
Allen — who took the head housing post at the begin­
ning of fall quarter----- said he is trying to find a way to
make sure information gets to Public Safety as quickly and 
efficiently as possible.
“We are strengthening communication ties,” Allen said.
“There needs to be a strong link between Public Safety and 
housing.”
He said the link needs to be more tangible and identifi­
able than in the past, where communication was more in 
the form of a courtesy phone call.
Risser said that he has had a very open dialogue with 
Allen all quarter.
Risser said he thinks Allen will make the effort to en 
sure housing will always let Public Safety officials know a. 
soon as possible when something happens,
“I feel very confident in (Allen) and his staff,” Rissei 
said. “There is no question that they’re trying to make sure 
that (failure to communicate) doesn’t happen again,”
Allen said improving communication with residents has 
met with enthusiasm among housing officials.
“It’s become a top priority for me,” Allen said. “It’s 
something I’m real excited about.”
He said he’s developing a community alert system to 
tell residents about safety issues in the halls,
“(The new system) will curb some of the rumors,” Allen 
said. “It’s important to encourage student empowerment so 
they can decide what they want to do in certain situa 
tions.”
He gave an example of the way students were told ot 
roof repair at Yosemite Hall. He said fliers were put in 
every mailbox and were posted everywhere.
“Residents could choose if they wanted to be there 
(during construction),” Allen said, commenting that the 
alert system will work the same way.
“If a student knows about an undesirable situation, 
they can make a decision about what to do about it,” Allen 
said.
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
When they decided to cut the fire department on cam­
pus, Cal Poly administrators stoked a blaze of student 
backlash which has slowly died down as the quarter 
progressed.
However, Public Safety Director Joe Risser said 'Tues­
day some new efforts are currently being made to increase 
the safety on campus.
Much of the frustration was sparked by two incidents 
on campus where students perceived emergency response 
as inadequately slow.
A woman collapsed by the Rec Center pool from “an al­
lergic reaction to cold” on the first Wednesday of fall 
quarter, and concerns arose that an ambulance had to 
respond from Arroyo Grande.
Several days later, a head-on collision in front of Tenaya 
Hall compounded the unrest, leading a group of students
See FALL, page 3
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Jackets and Shirts
Denims
16.99
19.99
Central Coast Plaza 
(805) 544-4322
Santa Maria 
(805) 992-7911
Fashions on the right track...
Hooded baja jackets and 
button-front 100% flannel 
shirts in assorted plaids 
top 5-pocket denims from Rio, 
Jordache, Whooz Blooz and 
Goodfellows. Imported. S-M-L, 
3-13. (26,327) Reg. l§.99-$28
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FALL: Staff may become First Aid, CPR-trained
From page 1
to launch a petition drive to get 
Cal Poly police officers certified 
as Emergency Medical Tech­
nicians and staff a response 
vehicle around the clock.
Neither demand was met. But 
Risser said now — after six 
months without a fire station — 
some needed improvements are 
beginning to be evaluated.
“The (Cal Poly) Staff Council 
has expressed significant inter­
est in getting training in CPR 
and First Aid for members of the 
staff who are interested so they 
can be better prepared to deal 
with the emergencies that occur 
on campus,” Risser said.
Risser said he felt the Staff 
Council’s plan could be effective 
because —in this case, at least— 
quantity outweighs quality.
“The bottom line — and very 
few people understand this — is 
that the really significant dif­
ference in a life-and-death situa­
tion is made by the person stand­
ing next to the (victim),” he said.
Risser also is meeting with 
Bob Fuller, executive vice presi­
dent for San Luis Ambulance, to 
discuss the ambulance com­
pany’s role in campus safety.
Risser said he wants to estab­
lish more communications and 
work out problems that may 
have arisen now that the am­
bulance service is carrying a 
greater share of the emergency 
response load on campus.
Fuller said Cal Poly’s student 
health plan used to cover a one­
time ambulance ride, but chan­
ges to the plan have eliminated 
that feature.
San Luis Ambulance is a 
private company that charges in- 
d iv id u a lly  for am bulance  
transports.
Fuller said he would like to 
re-establish a connection with 
Cal Poly, even if that means rais­
ing student health fees to accom­
modate ambulance service.
Health and Psychological Ser­
vices Interim Director Jim Aiken 
said the ambulance provision 
was cut a year ago when health 
fees became mandatory.
However, the ambulance con- 
tines to respond to campus. The 
difference is, they aren’t guaran­
teed any pay.
He said an ASI stipulation re­
quiring the fee stay below $28 
per quarter ruled out the pos­
sibility of paying for an am­
bulance contract.
However, Aiken said he is 
open to change in the policy, if 
student opinion and ASI were re­
questing it.
“I’d be interested in getting 
involved in trying to solve the 
problem,” he said. “Whether I 
have to be the Lone Ranger and 
try to go out there and recruit 
and get money for them or not is 
up to the administration and the 
students.”
However, Aiken said he would 
not support any kind of change 
that would reduce the services 
that students are already getting 
from the health fee.
Fuller said he felt students 
could be best served if the 
university were to “increase 
health fees and grant students 
free ambulance service.”
San Luis Ambulance current­
ly has a high percentage of calls 
at Cal Poly that they don’t get 
paid for. Fuller said.
“(The university) has found a 
way to count some dollars and 
they have done it at our ex­
pense,” he said.
See FALL, page 6
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The Daily’s final edition will be published tomorrow, Dec. 3. But we’l 
be back on the stands with the latest in campus news on Jan. 6. 
Mustang Daily: We’re your campus news leader.
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DECEM BER GRADUATES!
PU T  YO U R  C O LLEG E D EG REE TO W O R K
Enterprise is currently listed as one of the largest privately held companies in the nation. We 
are over 1000 offices strong and are experiencing tremendous growth.
Our sales-management training program is one of the top in the nation. It is designed for 
motivated individuals with a high personal salary goal and a desire to succeed in the business 
world.
The harder you work, the farther you go.It's that simple.
Because we hire only entry-level management trainees and promote exclusively from within, 
your potential for growth is excellent!
We are looking for bright, aggressive, sales oriented individuals to join our management
team.
Don't hesitate, contact Enterprise
If you're ready to let your hard work and motivationcontribute directly to your advancement, 
talk to Enterprise today. Call (818) 909-7952  or send your resume to: Debbie Prescott, 
Enterprise, 8230  N. Sepulveda Boulevard, Van Nuys, (¿A 91402.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
,^ ) e r e m b e t  6  th r c n y t^ li 1 1 , 1 9 9 3
' m e  20%
A  our g ift to yoUj E l Corral Bookstore w ill deduct 
2 0 %  from  the price o f  selected merchandise during the 
A nnual H oliday Sale ^
ffyiscounted 2 0 %  fo r the sale w ill be H oliday Gifts,
G if  Books, School Supplies, Stationery, A rt, G raf and  
Technical Equipm ent, Photo Supplies, G if  Wrap, 
Greeting Cards, Calendars, Clothing fewelery. Food 
items an d  much more from  our regular stock
Computer products, class rings, class schedules, university catalogs, 
magazines, textbooks, and special orders are not included due to their 
already low prices. Sale limited to stock on hand
H urry fo r  best selection.
E l Corral Bookstore
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Keeping poly 
in the closet
My grandmother comes into the room dressed to 
go to bingo wearing one of her usual outfits: Blue 
polyester pants with a sewn-in pleat, a matching 
vest and a long-sleeved flowered shirt. She’s wearing 
those ever-present white penny loafers, thick bifocals 
with a chain and a long necklace with a knot in it. 
Topping it all off is a gray wig with a bit of her own 
gray hair brushed over the top. She looks normal for 
her age.
Every time I see her or anyone else her age, I 
start wondering if I’ll be dressed like that when I’m 
70 years old. I hope not. I hate polyester.
• • •
Now that I’m considered an adult, I keep wonder­
ing when n i feel like one. At 2 1 ,1 still think like I 
did at 18, and a question comes to my mind every 
now and then; What does it mean to be a grown-up?
Should I start acting differently now or should I 
stay the same and make that become the standard 
for how grown-ups should act?
Do I have to start shopping at K-mart like my 
grandmother, or am I still allowed to go to my own 
favorite stores without being given strange looks?
Does your style of dress always indicate your age, 
or just your state of mind?
You know how it is. You’ve seen and heard it 
before. You see someone over a certain age wearing 
the same clothes you do and they look strange. You 
think, “Oh, they’re trying to dress young, what a 
dork.” Then, you see your polyester-clad 
grandparents and think to yourself, “What ugly 
clothes. I’m never going to dress like that.”
But if you think about it, you may be labeled as 
“dressing young” at your grandparents’ age if you 
don’t wear “old people’s clothes.” Or will you?
• • •
The theory I’m starting to form is that older 
people wear the styles they liked to wear when they 
were younger. I believe they quit buying newer 
styles because they decide they shouldn’t bother 
buying more clothes because they won’t grow out of 
the ones they already have. They might be stuck in 
the past, putting on their faithful old clothes that 
have lasted for decades, glad that there’s at least one 
thing they can depend on in this world since every­
thing else is changing so quickly.
• • •
People slow down with age, and the past always 
looks so much better as the years go by.
This is what we all have to look forward to. Yuck.
My grandmother’s excuse for her almost-ex- 
clusively-lOO-percent-polyester wardrobe is wrinkles. 
She says she doesn’t like wrinkly clothes but that 
she hates to iron, so polyester is a godsend to her.
I call this laziness — another side effect to the 
body’s slowing down with age. This isn’t a cut on my 
grandmother, just a theory. Given the fact I am lazy 
already, I bet old age will render in one unmoveable 
position each day from the moment I retire. I’ll 
probably never be able to drag myself out of bed.
I can’t believe that at my age I’m so worried about 
how I’ll dress at 70. It may be because I look in the 
mirror and see the potential for wrinkles, and I 
worry. But more wrinkles could appear if I worry too 
much, so maybe I should cut it out.
I’ve decided that HI dress the same all the rest of 
my life and wear whatever is comfortable, matches, 
and doesn’t smell, have stains or is torn in an 
obscene manner. I won’t wear polyester because I 
don’t mind wrinkly clothes, and I’ll just be myself.
I don’t have to change.
• Am y Miller is a journalism sophomore. This is her first quarter reporting for the Daily.
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Bike debate: Whose lane is it anyway?
-  x s
N)vj
As bicyclists sped across campus this fall, letters raced in debat­
ing the root of the bicycle access problem on campus. Tempers flared 
and accusations flew; it became obvious a confrontation would come 
soon.
The challenge came from pro-pedestrian art and design depart­
ment head Chuck Jennings. “I can’t take it anymore,” Jennings 
wrote in a letter offering his car to anyone seeing a biker make a 
complete stop at a campus stop sign.
Not finding any takers, Jennings further challenged letter-writer 
David Arndt — or anyone else — to bring 100 $1 bills to a College 
Avenue stop sign bet on bikers’ behavior and settle the score. Neither 
Jennings nor any challengers showed up for the bet.
Meanwhile, political science senior James Malloy asked bluntly: 
“Won’t anyone paint that damned bike lane on Via Carta.”
Someone must have heard him, as a spray-can terrorist painted 
“BIKE LANE ONLY” in four places on one side of Via Carta. In true 
bureaucratic fashion, a university crew painted over the signs, leav­
ing pedestrians mixing it up with bikers on Via Carta once again.
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‘Crazy Dude’ ruled un-PC, dumped by ski club
Crazy Dude, an advertising cartoon used by the ski 
club, was dropped this quarter after students complained 
the design was racially offensive.
In response, two writers joked the Daily should stop 
printing in black and white: “Where are all the asian 
colors? Where are all the hispanic colors?” they asked.
While Crazy Dude designer Jason Silva defended his 
creation as being inspired by extreme skier Glen Flake — 
not extreme racism — the ski club found a kinder, 
gentler Crazy Dude.
Crazy Dude then.. and now
Is 911 a joke in our town?
A e m i t  M m .
A  near-fatal incident at the Rec Center early in the 
quarter put the issue of emergency response times to the 
campus in many people’s minds.
Letter-writers expressed concern over how long it 
takes for medically-trained personnel to get to the cam­
pus. “You can’t put a price on human life,” freshman 
Robert Connelly wrote in a commentary calling for Cal 
Poly to station a private ambulance on campus.
Soil Science senior Jonni Lohr argued Public Safety of­
ficers shoule be trained as emergency medical tech­
nicians, despite claims by the university that it would 
cost too much. “Apparently, someone has placed a low 
price on life,” she wrote.
Noisy kids annoy Bakers, 
sttidents blast Mrs. Baker
Warren Baker’s wife Carly found herself the target of 
student attacks after she told the Daily the kids at the 
ASI Children Center were making a disturbing amount 
of noise.
Baker, who had met with ASI officials about building 
a soundwall around the center, was criticized in an 
avalanche of letters from parents, students and staff 
members.
“As the student-parent of one of these riffraff,” one 
woman wrote, “I would hope (Mrs. Baker) could show a 
little more compassion.”
While parents espoused the virtues of the center, 
others supported her decision. “Kudos to Carly Baker for 
withstanding yet another barrage of imwarranted 
attacks,” one student wrote.
Baker responded, saying she has been a long-time 
supporter of childcare on campus.
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Cal Poly political science profes­
sor Reginald Gooden, reflected 
similar sentiments about future 
fee increases.
“It looks as if we are going to 
change the way the CSU is 
funded,” Gooden said. “It’s a 
dirty trick. High schools changed 
their curriculum to prepare stu­
dents for the CSU and now (stu­
dents) don’t have the access.”
Goldstein said he understands 
this frustration, and that is why 
more changes are in the works.
“We’re trying our best — but 
the state legislature and state 
governor need to pay their 
share,” Goldstein said. “We must 
have more support. With the new 
fee proposal, families, students 
and legislators will all have to 
share (the burden).”
Goldstein visited the campus 
as the final stop in his 22-cam­
pus tour of the CSU system. At 
the early afternoon reception on 
Tuesday, he was greeted by a 
handful of faculty members and 
colleagues.
He said visiting Cal Poly 
helps him get a better feel for the 
wants and needs of the faculty, 
students, staff and the atmos­
phere of the campus itself.
Goldstein — who also is a 
biology professor at CSU-San 
Francisco — was a member of 
both CSU-San Francisco’s 
Academic Senate and the 
statewide Academic Senate 
before being appointed faculty 
trustee by the governor.
As a faculty trustee, Goldstein 
votes on behalf of the more than 
20,000 CSU faculty members.
“I have to make decisions on 
the basis of the whole system, “ 
Goldstein said. “I listen to staff, 
faculty and students.”
But one of the few faculty
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members who attended the 
reception said she didn’t feel her 
voice was heard.
Chemistry lecturer Gail Wil­
son said she came for more than 
just a visit — she wanted to see 
action from the trustees. Wilson 
said she has mailed letters to the 
trustees on a number of issues, 
but she has never received a 
reply.
“I thought I’d talk to a trustee 
in person,” she said.
Goldstein said he gets an 
average of 25 letters per month 
and makes an effort to respond. 
The trustees often cast votes that 
may not please everyone, but 
they are made to help all of the 
campuses, he said.
“While many decisions that 
the Board of 'Trustees make are 
controversial, all of us have the 
best interest of the CSUs in 
mind,” Goldstein said. “We want 
to preserve the value and quality 
of the CSU.”
Following the reception, 
Goldstein addressed members of 
the Academic Senate. He 
touched on concerns regarding 
the proposed CSU-Fort Ord cam­
pus near Monterey, future 
budget projections and the pos­
sibility of Cal Poly becoming a 
charter campus.
NEED A WINTER QUARTER CLASS?
AG X 210 : Food Systems I
World Agricultural Production and Distribution Systems Taught 
by an Interdisciplinary Team o f Twelve Instructors from the 
Colleges o f Agriculture and Liberal Arts
• GE&B Credit in Area F.2.
• Meets Agribusiness AG Support/Electives Requirement
• May Meet Other AG Departments' Support/Electives Requirements, or 
be an Appropriate Substitute for Other Courses (Talk to Your Advisor)
• 4.00 Units
REGISTER FOR LECTURE SECTION AND ONE RECITATION:
Lecture: TR 12:10-1:30 (Call No. 15972)
Recitation Sections: T 4:10- 5:00 pm (Call No. 15973)
T5:10- 6:00pm (Call No. 15974) 
W8:10- 9:00 am (Call No. 15975) 
W9:10 - 10:00 am (Call No. 15976)
LSATMCATGMATGRE
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Southbay • Walnut (Pomona)
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You Do the Math,
L a r g e  1-topp in g Pizza
(regular prices including tax as of 10/26/93)
W o o d sto ck ’s 1 6 ” $ 1 1 ^ ^
Pizza Hut 15”
Domino's 15” $1338
Hot Quality; Cool Price!
November Monthly SpecialToothsome Twosome
tooth'some, adj. delicious; luscious.
(often used in reference to Woodstock's Pizza)
$ 1 0 ? ? .
2 Medium 12" Stopping Pizzas + tax
Flyin* FREE Delivery 
Good-time Dining Fri-Sat:11am -2am
1000 Higuera St.
541-4420
« » I Z Z A
LARGE 16" or | 
Medium 12" Pizza |
Please Mention Coupon When Ordering I 
1000 Higuera St. 541-4420 I
Not good with other ofTers; I
one coupon per pizza; exp. 12/15/93 |
1/aleneia
The Most Complete 
Student Housing 
Complex in Tov/n!
Private Rooms at Discount Prices 
Remodeled Private Fitness Gym  
Large/Plush TV Lounge with Sharp 70" TV 
Computer/Study room, when QUIET is a necessity 
Large Pool Area for Sun Tanning 
Located Minutes from School & Shopping 
Month-to-Month Leases Available 
All Utilities Paid; Water, Trash, Gas & Electric 
Bonus - Free Phone Hook-Up
Today under new management, Valencia Apartments offers 
student more amenities, greater flexibility than ever before. Take 
a tour and sign a 3 or 6 month lease before Christmas break and 
recieve a 1/2 M ONTH or FULL MONTH RENT FREE!!
555 RAMONA DRIVE, SLO 
543-1450
ACHIEVEMENTS: Several records fell in fall
The Mustangs frustrated the Cal 
State Fullerton players with a 
2-0 lead — several altercations 
interrupted the game — before 
the Titans came back.
Senior midfielder Mike Nel­
son came out of the Mustangs 
12th game with a knee injury 
but still managed to finish 
second on the team with 20 
points (nine goals and two as­
sists).
• Sophomore quarterback 
Mike Fisher walked away from a 
defunct program at Santa Clara 
U n iversity  and beat out 
projected starter senior quarter­
back Poncho Renteria for the Cal 
Poly position. Like a pickpocket 
roaming the streets of New York 
City, Fisher pocketed several Cal 
Poly records — including most 
touchdowns in a season with 22.
Besides the film watching and 
vigorous practices, Fisher said 
his success came via the black 
lucky shirt he wore underneath 
his pads every game.
However, his black shirt’s 
magic wore thin in two incidents 
Fisher recalled as his most em- 
barassing moments in the fall.
He said he was embarassed 
most of all by fumbling on the 
one yardline in the Mustangs’ 
35-33 loss to Sacramento State. 
Spectators did not notice any 
redness in his face however. 
Fisher awed onlookers by break­
ing and tying every passing per 
game record possible.
In the loss, he threw 25 com­
pletions in 51 attempts for 406 
yards — all records. He also tied 
the most touchdowns thrown in a 
game with four.
His other embarassing mo­
ment came in the last home 
gam e a g a in s  Cal S ta te  
Northridge when he was knocked 
briefly unconcious.
• Freshman return specialist 
Ryan Steen stands 5-foot, 5-in­
ches tall and weighs 150 pounds. 
He dazzled football crowds as he 
wedged his small frame in and 
out of openings only a wet rat 
would attempt. He returned 19 
kickoffs for an AWC-leading 506 
yards and a 26.6-yard average.
• Freshman runningback Jac­
ques Jordan did better than step 
in for starting senior run­
ningback Brian Fitz, plagued by 
injuries throughout the year. He 
earned second team All-AWC 
honors and led the Mustangs in 
scoring with 68 points — 11 
touchdowns and one two point 
conversion.
• Cross country’s senior Dan 
Berkeland ran into the record 
books when he captured back-to- 
back individual championships 
for the first time in CCAA his­
tory.
• Berkeland’s female cross 
country colleagues continued to 
dominate the CCAA and NCAA 
West Region. Behind the strides 
of Arroyo Grande native Angela 
Orefice, the women staked their 
claim to a 13th CCAA and West 
Regional Championship.
FALL: No charges filed in library sex crime
From page 3
Aiken disagreed, saying San 
Luis Ambulance is responsible 
for its own billing, and should 
not blame the university if stu­
dents are unable to pay.
LffiRARY CRIME
The man accused of sniffing 
women’s buttocks in Kennedy 
Library has not yet been charged 
with any crime. The report taken 
by Public Safety Investigator 
Ray Berrett been forwarded to 
the San Luis Obispo County Dis­
trict Attorney’s office.
Berrett said Deputy District 
Attorney Dave Johnson is han­
dling the case.
The District Attorney’s office 
said it has no comment on the 
case because no action has been 
taken against the accused.
F R E D E R I C K S  S T R E E T  
PARKING
A plan formulated by irate 
residents to control student 
parking on streets near campus 
has been temporarily shelved by 
the San Luis Obispo City Coun­
cil.
The plan — which would re­
quire permits that could only be 
purchased during an initial 60- 
day period in order to park on 
the street — had been called dis­
criminatory and anti-student by 
its opponents.
The council voted to have its 
staff study neighborhood opinion 
and other possible options for 
preventing non-residents from 
monopolizing the parking slots in 
the areas around Cal Poly.
That investigation is ongoing, 
a city official said.
Christ mas
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Whether it’s tarot cards, palm 
reading or })syehie healing, lo(*al 
[)syehies nnshrotid the myths 
and mysteries siirronnding 
their ancient practice.
B\ Jennifer Morehouse
Daily Staff W riter
A GYPSY lU NNING HKK HANDS OVKK A SYIOKK 
KlPhKI) CKYSTAP PALI. IS 
TIIK IMMKDIATK IMAtiK THAT
comes to mind vvlien f)eople talk of psychics. Hut for today’s modern [)raclicioners, these images, for the most part, are no longer valid.
Present day psycliics are no longer the fortune tellers of the past. Instead, many psychics are licensed and receive a formal educa­
tion in their trade. J  hat’s not to say some “old world” psychics still don’t exist.
SolvcUig’s Madame KoshinkcU who declined to give her led natiK*. is one such psychic. She said psychic cil)ility mns strongly \u he' fiimily.
She has no formal training or education in her calling, hut she does have a business license to practice. She said all she has
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  See PSYCHICS / page B 1
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C A L E N D A R
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2
o Loco Rancherò presents 18 
and over D.J. music with Inner 
Edge.
o Shival Experience plays SLO 
Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a 
$2 cover.
o Guitarist Sharon Doran 
plays Earthling Bookshop at 
8 p.m.
o F. McClintock’s Saloon
presents Monte Mills at 10 
p.m. No cover.
o Guitarist Jenn Guttler plays 
Osos Street Pasta & Subs at 
8 p.m. No cover
College rocksters Uncle 
Shinbone make their long- 
awaited debut at Backstage 
Pizza at noon. No cover.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3
o SLO Brewing Co. presents 
Mud Sharks at 9:30 p.m. for a 
$3 cover.
o Glenn Diamond plays Eart-
h ling  B ookshop at 8 p.m.
o Richard Green plays acoustic 
guitar at Osos S tre e t P asta  
& Subs at 8 p.m. No cover, 
o F. M cC lintock’s Saloon 
presents Big Moolah at 10 p.m. 
No cover.
o John Bankston plays Back- 
stage  P izza at noon. No cover.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 4
o Loco R ancherò  hosts an 18 
and over ’70s Disco Inferno 
Dance Party.
o SLO B rew ing  Co. presents 
Bingo Nite at 9:30 p.m. for a $3 
cover.
o Jeff Gold plays urban folk at 
L in n aea ’s Cafe at 8 p.m. 
o Acoustic duo Emy and Mack 
play E a rth lin g  Bookshop at 
8 p.m.
o The Matt Tsylor Trio plays 
jazz at Osos Street Pasta & 
Subs at 9 p.m. No cover, 
o F. McClintock’s Saloon
presents Big Moolah at 10 p.m. 
No cover.
Street musician takes his 
original show on the road
Internationally-acclaimed violinist Michelle Makarski is featured in the symphony's winter concert /  Photo by Lisa Kohler Free-jazz saxophonist stops in SLO
The year in music
‘Four Seasons’ featured in winter symphony
By Julie Statezny 
Doily Staff Writer
Experience the sounds and 
sensations of a chilly winter, 
brisk fall, breezy spring and 
sweltering summer this weekend 
at the San Luis Obispo County 
Symphony’s traditional Winter 
Chamber Concerts.
Solo v io lin is t  M ichelle  
Makarski will perform Vivaldi’s 
Baroque masterpiece “The Four 
S e a s o n s ” c o u p le d  w ith  
S trav in sk y’s contemporary  
“Dumbarton Oaks Concerto.” 
Corelli’s “Christmas Concerto” 
will also be performed.
The symphony’s three Winter 
Chamber Concerts begin Friday 
at the First Baptist Church in 
Cambria at 8:15 p.m. Saturday’s 
8:15 p.m. performance is at the 
Mission San Luis Obispo de 
Tolosa and Sunday’s 3 p.m. 
matinee is at the Atascadero 
Lake Park Pavilion.
Written in 1725, “The Four 
Seasons” is a set of four concer­
tos. Each concerto is preceded by 
a demonstrative sonnet describ­
ing the follow ing m usic. 
Makarski will read the sonnets, 
assumed to be written by Vival­
di, as she performs the piece.
“I love (the piece),” Makarski 
said. “I’ve played several (of the 
concertos) over the years but 
never all together before.”
The arrival of spring opens 
the piece with bird songs and the 
thunder and lightning of a spring 
rainstorm. According to a sym­
phony press release, the music 
transforms into the scorching 
sun of summer followed by the 
harvest song and dance of fall 
and concludes with winter’s cruel
winds and the feeling of a warm 
fire.
Makarski began playing violin 
at age 5. Acclaimed for her ex­
ceptional command of a diverse 
and adventurous repertoire, 
Makarski has delighted audien­
ces in North America and Europe 
with her performances as a con­
cert soloist, recitalist and cham­
ber musician.
She gained international at­
tention as the first-prize winner 
at the 1989 Carnegie Hall Inter­
national American Music Com­
petition. Makarski’s recital debut 
was featured on NBC’s “Real Life 
with Jane Pauley” in May 1991 
as part of the network’s tribute 
to the hall’s 100th birthday.
Makarski also has performed 
in several festivals including San 
Luis Obispo’s Mozart festival.
Recently, Makarski gave the 
world premiere of Stephen 
Hartke’s “Violin Concerto” 
specifically written for her and 
funded by a grant from the Kous- 
sevitzky Foundation.
“It’s a wonderful piece,” she 
said. “I’ll (play) it again in the fu­
ture and hope to record it some­
time as well.”
In March, Makarski appeared 
with prominent jazz pianist 
Keith Jarrett on the “Great Per­
formers” series at Lincoln Center 
and recorded with him for an up­
coming release.
“It was wonderful to work 
with someone whose background 
in music is historically somewhat 
different than mine,” Makarski 
said.
Makarski’s upcoming CD 
release for New World Records 
features works by John Har-
bison, Stephen Hartke, Yehudi 
Wyner and John Cage.
In addition to performing, 
Makarski privately teaches 
violin, conducts workshops and 
master classes, coaches chamber 
music and serves as a consultant 
for music and arts organizations.
She is currently working on a 
long-term project with pianist 
Brent McMunn which involves 
performing all of Beethoven’s 
sonatas. They hope to play them 
as a series of concerts.
“We’ve done most of them,” 
she said. “We have a few more to 
put together.”
The symphony, in conjunction 
with Nature Gallery, will host a 
pre-Mission concert reception 
Saturday at 7 p.m. at the Nature 
Gallery across the street from 
the Mission. An additional post­
concert reception will be held 
after the concert. All concert- 
goers are invited to the recep­
tions. Champagne and desserts 
among other items will be 
served.
“(The concert) is a real oppor­
tunity for community residents 
to hear a wonderful variety of 
chamber music,” said Sandy 
Baer, the symphony’s marketing 
director.
T ic k e ts  f o r  th e  C a m b r ia  
a n d  A ta s c a d e r o  c o n c e r ts  a r e  
$ 1 2  g e n e r a l  a d m is s io n  a n d  
$ 1 0  f o r  s e n io r s  a n d  s tu d e n ts .  
T ic k e ts  f o r  th e  M is s io n  c o n ­
c e r t  a r e  $ 2 0  p r e m iu m ,  $15  
p r e f e r r e d ,  $ 1 2  g e n e r a l  a n d  
$ 1 0  f o r  s e n io r s  a n d  s tu d e n ts .  
F o r  t i c k e t s  o r  in fo r m a tio n  
c o n t a c t  t h e  s y m p h o n y  a t  
54 3 -3 5 3 3 .
By Eloyn* S. Tokomoto
AdsEdHor
Street musicians have long 
breathed life into New York’s er­
ratic pulse. They put a a dose of 
soul in the day and ask for little 
more than pocket change in their 
hats.
One such New York musician 
has uncompromisingly stuck to 
his brand of music. After playing 
on icy streets and in drafty sub­
ways for the past two decades, 
saxophonist Charles Gayle’s luck 
has changed.
For the past year or two, 
Gayle has traded in the streets 
for a recording contract and tour 
dates. His West Coast tour will 
briefly touch down in San Luis 
Obispo Dec. 17, as Gayle shares 
his distinctive brand of free jazz 
with a limited audience at Lin­
naea’s Cafe.
Described as “pure expres­
sion,” Gayle’s music has no exact 
rhythm pattern or consistent 
melody.
Accompanied by Bob Meyer 
on drums and Michael Bisio on 
bass, Gayle’s unpredictable 
bursts of sound are reflective of 
the free-jazz movement of the 
’60s.
In an interview with Option 
magazine, Gayle said free-jazz 
musicians must forget how they 
learned to play music and create 
their own technique.
“We never rehearse, we never 
talk about it, man,” he said in 
the interview. “We’re trying to 
forget about tomorrow, and go on 
and try to create and not con­
stantly recapitulate.”
T h e  s h o w  w i l l  b e g in  a t  8  
p . m .  a t  L i n n a e a ’s C a f e .  
L i m i t e d  t i c k e t s  a r e  $ 6  a n d  
a v a i l a b l e  a t  B o o  B o o  R e c o r d s .
HCPR
T O P  1 0  
A L B U M S
week ending 10/25/93
1. Nirvana 
"In Utero"
2. Monsterland
"Destroy ^hat You b v e '
3. Yo La Tengo 
"Painful"
4. Bivouac 
"Tuber"
5. Cocteau Twins
"Four Calendar Cafe"
6. William S. Burroughs
"Spare Ass Annie"
1, Tom Waits 
"The Black Rider"
8. Buffalo Tom
Big Red Letter Day
9. The Skatalites 
"Skavoovie"
10. Revolting Cocks 
"Linger Fickin’Good" Once-homeless New York street musician Charles Gayle performs a rare West 
oast s ow at Linnaea s Cafe on Nov. 17 /  Photo courtesy The Knitting Factory
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Genitorturer's lead singer, Gen, is a licensed piercer and performs her 
craft on willing fans during the band's live show /  Photo by George Holz
Piercing sounds
Band puts on shocking live show
By D J .  Toylor 
Spedai to the Doiy
You probably haven’t heard 
much about them, but the 
lifestyle they lead is coming more 
to the forefront of everyday soci­
ety. We’re talking about the 
Genitorturers, in Orlando, Fla. 
based troop whoie musical tal­
ent was r el eased thi s past spring.
'Their album, 120 Days o f Genitorture, is a not only a debut 
for the band themselves, but also 
for the record label Shock 
Therapy. 'The label is the brain­
child of Nick Turner, former 
drummer for the '80s band Lords 
of the New Church. The band, 
together since 1986, was brought 
to Turner’s attention in 1992 
through hype generated in the 
Orlando scene. It was a band 
formed, like many others, in re­
sponse to conservative and re­
pressive surroundings. Brash 
vocals are backed by heavy 
basslines arid relentless drum­
beats with industrial samples to 
lend an industrial-hardcore 
sound. Guitars lend a metal 
punch. However, it wasn’t just 
music that got the Genitorturers 
notoriety. No. They took a giant 
step forward.
What is most compelling 
about the Genitorturers is their 
live act, fronted and founded by 
vocalist and resident piercer (yes, 
body piercer) Gen. By no means 
your average music flunky, Gen
has extensive background in 
primitive cultures and modern 
medicine. In fact, had it not been 
for the relative success of the 
band, she might have pursued 
her M.DTPh.D.
When not on stage, Gen day­
lights in the medical profession 
as a lab technician in organ and 
tissue retrieval for needed trans­
plants. Safe to say, Gen has seen 
her share of pain. This knowl­
edge, combined with her experi­
ence in body piercing and history 
in both medicine and primitive 
culture, lend her a unique and 
intellectual grasp of the sensual 
world. This is manifested on stage 
with the help of guitarist Jeriy, 
bassist Sean, percussionist An­
thony and the Rackmen, Dennis 
and 'Hm. Music is just one part of 
the concoction that makes up 
their conceptual performance. 
Combine it with medieval dun­
geon-like settings, ritualistic cer­
emony, piercing and dialogue and 
you’ve got yourself one penetrat­
ing, ethereal experience.
The Genitorturers’ shows, 
previously bound to the East 
Coast, are now thundering west­
ward. Ready or not, San Luis 
Obispo will be visited by the 
priestess and her crewe. They 
arrive this Sunday, at Loco Ran- 
chero. As mentioned, it should 
prove to be a show not soon for­
gotten.
Return of the grumpy Christmas miser
Great American Melodrama performs annual version 
of Dickens’ classic holiday tale ‘A Christmas Carol’
By Jannifer Morehouse
Daily Staff Writer
Christmas is a time of tradi­
tion. And Christm as just 
wouldn’t be same without Char­
les Dickens’, “A Christmas 
Carol.”
Since 1977, one local theater 
has offered people of all ages the 
opportunity to enjoy and become 
a part of this tradition.
Each holiday season. The 
Great American Melodrama and 
Vaudeville in Oceano, peforms 
the play on the Central Coast. 
The Melodrama cast, directed by 
Kim Turney, portrays the story 
of Ebenezer Scrooge and his 
“Bah Humbug” attitude toward 
Christmas.
Philip Jones plays Scrooge in 
the familiar tale of the stingy 
miser. Despite pleas from his 
nephew (R. Matthew Benton), 
Scrooge creates misery in the 
lives of all he touches. But the 
old man is not allowed to bask in 
his greed for long, as three 
ghosts visit him on Christmas 
Eve. The ghosts show Scrooge 
the evil of his ways and bring 
about a change of character.
Lynn Schlenker, who owns 
the theater with her husband 
John, said “A Christmas Carol” 
is one of the year’s most popular
shows. The show appeals to 
people of all ages because it has 
a good story line and the theme 
touches hearts and souls, she 
said.
Each year, Schlenker said an 
o p eretta  and a H oliday
“It is a battle 
between good and 
evil. There is always 
a clear line between 
heroes and villians 
like there is on soap 
operas.”
Lynn Schlenker
Vaudeville Revue accompany the 
Christmas classic. This year’s 
operetta is a comic portrayal of 
“'The Three Little Pigs.”
She said “A Christmas Carol” 
differs from other Melodrama 
performances because there is no 
audience participation. And al­
though audiences can’t join in.
people still leave with smiles on 
their faces, she said.
Eric Hoit, the show’s choreog­
rapher, attributes the audiences 
smiles to the actors. “We have a 
really talented cast,” Hoit said.
Besides “A Christmas Carol,” 
the Melodrama puts on seven 
shows each year.
Schlenker said the shows
change each year, as do the ac­
tors. However, the performances 
are consistently entertaining and 
many people have season tickets.
Schlenker believes a key fac­
tor in the success of the theater 
is the ability for the audience to 
participate. She compared the 
art of melodrama to the modem 
day soap opera.
“It is a battle between good 
and evil,” she said. There is al­
ways a clear line between heros 
and villains, like there is on soap 
operas, she said.
Boos and cheers from the 
audience enhance the stage per­
formance and add to the family 
feel of the place, Schlenker said.
She said the informal seating 
and sawdust on the floor add to 
the ambience.
F o r  t i c k e t  in f o r m a t io n  a n d  
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PSYCHICS: Local visionaries share their techniques
From page B1
learned has been passed down through her 
family.
Five g en era tio n s of “M adame 
Roshinka’s” have practiced psychic read­
ing, palm reading and card reading in Sol- 
vang for 40 years, she said.
Roshinka said she doesn’t make predic­
tions unless she clearly sees a picture. 
During the consultation, she focuses on 
reading her clients energy, she said. 
Hesitant about revealing the nature of her 
abilities, she declined to further elaborate 
on the psychic services she provides.
While Madame Roshinka desired to 
keep her age-old trade a mystery, one San 
Luis Obispo psychic willingly discussed the 
mystery and myth surrounding the psychic 
arts.
Alexandra Sherwood has a small busi­
ness oftlce located in the courtyard behind 
Linnaea’s Cafe on Garden Street. At her 
Central Coast Psychic Healing Center, she 
concentrates on healing and aura reading.
“When I close my eyes, I see a person’s 
aura. It is a prism of different colors,” 
Sherwood said. When she is exploring 
someone’s aura and sees cloudy colors or 
dark spots, then a problem is present, she 
said.
In a reading, Sherwood said she often 
sees childhood pictures. These pictures 
often contain real fears, such as child 
abuse. She then tries to move the obstacle 
(fear) aside and get the person’s energy 
flowing again. She said her psychic healing 
is designed to help a person feel better 
physically and mentally.
In the example of child abuse, Sherwood 
said she telepathically takes the picture of 
abuse from her client’s mind and drains it 
of all emotional charge. She then creates a 
space where her client can communicate 
with the abuser. She said this communica­
tion can be physical violence or just for­
giveness. In either case, the communica­
tion takes place entirely in the victim’s 
mind.
“My job on planet earth is to let people 
know the power is within them,” Sherwood 
said. She believes the mind can convince 
the body of any action — real or perceived.
Sherwood has studied psychic healing 
for six years and has lived in San Luis 
Obispo for the past three years. She for­
mally studied at the Psychic Horizons 
Church of Natural Grace in San Francisco 
for two and a half years, where she became 
a licensed minister.
It was not Sherwood’s intention to be­
come a minister. When she entered 
Psychic Horizons she said she was seeking 
a healing for herself and ended up staying.
“The minute I sat in the chair (at 
Psychic Horizons) I knew that was where I 
belonged,” Sherwood said.
Sherwood said people should be aware 
of what psychic healing opportunities are 
available but should shop around for a 
healer who best fits their needs.
“In my experience the best psychics are 
trained,” Sherwood said. She said formal­
ly-trained psychics learn how to deal with 
situations that could cause mental or emo­
tional damage if not handled properly. 
Sherwood said she was trained to deal 
with people having emotional breakdowns. 
She said someone who isn’t properly 
trained could cause serious emotional 
damage.
“I censor my readings,” Sherwood said. 
She decides what needs to be communi­
cated based on the person’s emotional 
stability. She doesn’t tell all if there is a 
risk that someone will seriously break 
down.
'Training is important because clients 
put 100 percent trust in what psychics tell 
them, she said. This is why she doesn’t 
allow people to come see her more than 
once every three months. 'This way, people 
don’t become too reliant on her in their 
decision making, she said.
In the past three years, Sherwood has 
built up a clientele of 350 people and sup­
ports herself by doing readings and teach­
ing classes. She charges $50 for a one-hour 
session and $35 for one half hour. She 
holds a psychic clinic on Thursday nights 
where she does brief readings for $5.
Sherwood offers a guarantee of her 
work.
“If a person isn’t satisfied with their 
reading, then I’ll give them their money 
back,” Sherwood said. She has never had 
to refund anyone’s money, she said, but 
she has run into a few skeptics.
Sherwood said much of the disbelief in 
psychic healing may come from society’s
predominantly Christian point of view. She 
has heard people call it the “devil’s work," 
but said people who call it that don’t fully 
understand what the process entails.
“If someone comes to me with a ‘prove- 
it’ attitude, then I don’t tell them any­
thing,” Sherwood said.
Most skeptics are people who are told 
what they don’t want to hear anyway, she 
said. Although a few people have left their 
readings a bit skeptical, most called back a 
month or two later and told her she was 
right.
Sherwood said she doesn’t make predic­
tions or look into the future. Instead, she 
helps her clients solve their personal pain.
Although it seems Sherwood and 
Madame Roshinka are from two different 
schools of thought, the two share a bond 
common to many psychics.
“Being psychic is something I was born 
with,” Sherwood said. She said it runs in 
her family and her mom was an astrologer.
As a child, Sherwood was nurtured to 
be intuitive. When she left for school in the 
morning, she said she would telepathically 
tell her mom what she wanted for a snack, 
and it would be waiting for her when she 
got home.
Greg Horn, a friend of Sherwood, is 
another San Luis Obispo psychic who 
believes the power to predict runs in his 
family.
“I wasn’t raised by witches or warlocks,” 
Horn said. Although psychic ability runs in 
his family, he said his grandmother was 
especially intuitive and freely gave uncon­
ditional love.
Horn said he became aware of his 
powers at an early age and had a major 
spiritual experience in junior high which 
he declined tc explain.
Horn said he has run into people who 
consider psychics charlatans or frauds, but 
he doesn’t pay much attention to their 
remarks.
“I’m not out to prove anything to 
anyone,” Horn said.
He explained if he uses his power for 
personal gain he gets headaches that put 
him on his knees. His personal ethic is not 
to change the world, only to help people 
deal with inner strife.
Horn, like Sherwood, specializes in aura 
reading and said he only sees what his 
clients give him permission to see. He does 
this because of his respect for privacy and 
sacred space.
During a typical reading, Horn said he 
lets his client ask him questions about two 
or three issues. He doesn’t make predic­
tions or see into the future.
When a person is completely honest 
with him, Horn said he can see signposts 
sticking out of their heads. He uses these 
signs to help people become utterly 
neutral.
“I don’t read everyone who comes to 
me,” Horn said. He said he avoids alcohol 
and drug abusers and prefers to deal with 
people who have been victimized because 
they truly need the help.
A “love donation” is all Horn asks as 
payment from his clients. He said he 
selected this type of payment because not 
everyone who needs help can afford to pay 
him.
So far, Horn said his business has taken 
care of him. Even if a client doesn’t pay 
him at the time of the reading, he said the 
money comes from them later down the 
line.
Currently, Horn is a full time student at 
Cuesta College. He plans to transfer to Cal 
Poly and then go on to Cal State Fresno to 
receive a Ph.D in social services.
Horn has lived in the area for three 
years. Before his move to San Luis Obispo, 
he spent time studying his abilities in 
Mendocino County. Along the way, Horn 
worked with Art Martin, who founded the 
Wellness Institute in Sacramento in 1985 
and Charismatic Healers in Christian Con­
tact.
Horn believes most legitimate psychics 
are low key.
“I’m not a guru,” he said. He said he 
doesn’t want his clients to rely on him for 
daily or even weekly consultations. So he 
only sees repeat clients every few months.
And Horn said he doesn’t do street fairs 
or psychic conventions anymore.
Through the years, several psychic fairs 
have been held on the Central Coast. Horn 
said he participated in several fairs in the 
past but finally decided it was too much of 
a show.
He described the fairs, that took place
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Psychic healer and ordained minister Alexandra Shen»vood says she reads people's auras and 
telepatically helps her clients feel better mentally and physically /  Daily photo by Scott Robinson
at the Inn at Morro Bay and Embassy 
Suites, as being everything the public ex­
pected. Psychics would bring crystals and 
rocks to supposedly increase their psychic 
power. He said the shows were put on by 
Shirley Mankins, a local resident. Since 
she moved to Oregon, Horn said he hasn’t 
heard of any shows in the area.
Horn’s main reason for no longer par­
ticipating in the shows was the excessive 
amount of money people paid to par­
ticipate. He said fees were charged to enter 
and for readings and each psychic had to 
pay a fee to be there.
John Anka runs the Spiritual Center in 
Cambria and offers yet another type of 
spiritual healing.
Anka said he offers classes and “divine 
counsel” to his clients. His goal is to let 
people know what his interpretation of 
God’s plan is and why they should apply it 
in their career. He said he tries to teach 
the next truth to humanity, as it unfolds.
“I am of spirit and I transmute energy 
into wisdom,” Anka said. He said he bases 
his teachings on common truths, such as 
being open and honest. Anka considers 
himself a builder who works with a per­
son’s spirit, or light, in accordance with 
God’s will. He^defined God’s will as bring­
ing about right relationships, accepting 
responsibility and encompassing sharing.
Although Anka centers his work around 
a God figure, he said he is not affiliated 
with any religion and does not use the 
Bible in his teachings. He calls his teach­
ings an example of the living “word.”
Anka offers free counsel during the 
week and holds classes on weekends, for 
which he asks a donation. He said his clas­
ses are all spoken word, with no printed 
materials.
Anka, like the others, said he was born 
with his inner knowledge.
“One day an inner voice told me it’s 
time to open this center,” Anka said. That 
was 15 years ago. Lacking any formal 
training, Anka said he just knows what he 
says is true.
“People are free to accept it or not,” he 
said of his teachings. And although some 
people are reluctant to believe, they feel 
drawn to his teachings, he said.
Anka claims his knowledge goes beyond 
that of being psychic. He said his teachings 
can be considered an “applied science” that 
works in everyday life. He explained he 
does not make predictions or deal with in­
dividual issues, but rather deals with the 
“universal truth.”
Before he started spiritual healing, 
Anka worked as a medical administrator 
for 13 years.
Like Anka, Sherwood and Horn have 
some ties to religion in their work. Their 
affiliation is more binding, because they 
are both Christian ministers, although 
neither of them practice.
Sherwood said being a licensed minister 
not only helps her deal better with clients, 
but also gives her more credibility and 
legal protection. She said she can legally 
offer spiritual counseling to her clients, 
whereas someone who only has a business 
license, like Anka, cannot advertise 
spiritual counseling.
Each spiritual healer agreed that 
whether a client believes or not is a per­
sonal choice. However, Horn said, if a per­
son decides to consult a psychic, a 
trustworthy one should be chosen. Horn 
said a person can immediately tell if he or 
she will feel comfortable sharing their 
inner self and if not, should turn around 
and walk away.
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GUNTER: Former Poly worker says she was punished for teUing truth
From page 1
G u n te r sa id  she feared  
retaliation from Gloster for what 
she might say during the course 
of her interview.
She said she was therefore 
keen to ensure personal 
safeguards from her inter­
viewers.
When testimony may en­
danger job security, employees 
are guaranteed union represen­
tation by a body of state law 
referred to as the Weingarten 
Rules, according to Bernice 
Glinski, former president of the 
Cal Poly chapter of the Califor­
nia State Employees Association.
Glinski, who accompanied 
Gunter to the 1990 meeting as 
one of her union representatives, 
was asked to leave the room 
before Gunter testified. She was 
told that because of an earlier 
written guarantee stating that 
no one interviewed would suffer 
reprisals, union representation 
was unnecessary.
So Glinski left, reluctantly.
Additionally, Gunter was 
given — this time verbally — an 
assurance of no reprisals by 
Kathy Mandel, head of the com­
mittee.
Even so, she kept her cards as 
close to her chest as possible 
during the interview — which 
took place in Baker’s conference 
chamber on the fourth floor of 
the Administration Building.
“I answered their questions,” 
she said. “I did not volunteer any 
additional information.”
In the end, the investigative 
committee found Gloster had vio­
lated CSU policies. But they 
decided against any punishment, 
lauding Gloster’s effectiveness in 
his job.
But Gunter said the meeting’s 
end was the beginning of her 
nightmare.
“The union was given a writ­
ten assurance of no retaliation 
for anybody appearing before 
this committee, and this (as­
surance) was done by Bob 
Negranti,” Gunter said.
Negranti, staff personnel of­
ficer for Cal Poly, was the liaison 
between the committee and the 
university. He was in charge of 
setting up interviews and provid­
ing the committee with any docu­
ments they might have needed. 
He also is named as a defendant 
in Gunter’s lawsuit.
The complaint filed by Gunter 
alleges that Negranti was in con­
stant communication with 
Gloster during the investigation 
and supplied Gloster with con­
tinuous updates on the tes­
timony being given to the com­
mittee.
Gunter said that she dis­
covered this from David Yang, 
Gloster’s chief of staff, who now 
resides in Hong Kong.
“When I returned from (the 
hearing),” Gunter said, “Dave 
Yang came and asked me how it 
had gone, and if I had told every­
thing, and how did I feel.
“He then told me that Bob 
Negranti was calling Dr. Gloster 
approximately every 15 minutes.
“(Yang) was concerned when 
he had to go before the commit­
tee: What should he say? Should 
he tell the truth? Should he back 
off and protect himself? That was 
the impression I got.”
A month after the investiga­
tion, while in the process of open­
ing the mail for Yang, Gunter 
discovered a letter notifying Yang 
of a permanent downgrade in 
Gunter’s position. She was to be 
demoted from administrative 
secretary to senior secretary — a 
move that would entail a pay
Vi
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In an explanation attached to Gunter’s evalu­
ation, her boss, Art Gloster, said the report had 
been delayed two years in hopes Gunter’s 
work would improve. But ju s t seven months 
earlier, Gbster had signed a m erit salary ad­
justm ent granted to employees fo r  adequately 
performing their duties. ‘A few  months after 
giving me a raise, ’ she said, ‘I’m  suddenly the 
most horribb thing in the world. ’
decrease.
“As soon as it came in, I real­
ized what was happening,” 
Gunter said. She began making 
queries regarding her downgrade 
in position and paycheck.
“I got a call back (later),” she 
said, “and I was informed that it 
was a clerical error.”
The following week, Gunter 
received a memo from Gloster 
chastising her for calling other 
administrative offices in an effort 
to verify the downgrade.
According to Gunter, person­
nel classifications were sent to 
Sacramento on an annual basis 
and her’s had been correctly 
verified in January. “So there 
was no reason why a new person­
nel transaction should have 
taken place in August,” she said.
She claims these “errors” were 
a conscious effort by Gloster to 
punish her for her July tes­
timony, while continuing to keep 
a facade of decorum in the Infor­
mation Systems office. Working 
just a few yards apart in the 
basement of the Computer 
Science building, Gunter said 
she never would have known 
from talking with Gloster that he 
was upset with her.
“He doesn’t really like con­
frontation,” Gunter said. “He was.
very congenial (in person).”
One week later, on Friday, 
Sept. 14, Gunter said she 
received a performance evalua­
tion, hand-delivered to her desk 
by Gloster as he walked out of 
the office for the weekend. It was 
her first evaluation in more than 
two years, she said, and it was a 
shock.
Gunter’s previous evaluations, 
taken in the first half of 1988, 
rated her performance improving 
in the first six months from an 
“above average” rating to “out­
standing.”
The one she received that day 
— among the documents Gunter 
provided to the Daily — placed 
her performance level at “needs 
improvement.”
In the explanation attached to 
the evaluation, Gloster said the 
report had been delayed two 
years in hopes Gunter’s work 
would improve. But just seven 
months earlier Gloster had 
signed a merit salary adjustment 
granted to employees for ade­
quately performing their duties.
“A few months after giving me 
a raise. I’m suddenly the most 
horrible thing in the world,” 
Gunter said.
On the following Monday 
morning, realizing that she
would have to face Gloster, she 
said she suffered heart palpita­
tions and called in sick.
She saw a physician later that 
day. He put her on a one-week 
sick leave.
A few days later, while she 
was recuperating, a uniformed 
Cal Poly police officer delivered a 
memo to her home.
The memo, signed by Gloster, 
stated in part that: “In the fu­
ture, when you are going to be 
absent due to illness, you are re­
quired to report that absence 
either to Dave Yang or me per­
sonally in advance of the time 
taken off from work.”
The shock of the message and 
the manner in which it was 
delivered forced Gunter to visit 
her physician once again.
The physician placed her on 
indefinite medical leave.
What followed was a two-year 
struggle for Gunter to find some 
way to return to work at Cal 
Poly, free of Gloster’s authority.
A few months passed and her 
worker’s compensation counselor 
set about getting Gunter two- 
year retraining as a paralegal.
U pon c o m p le t in g  th e  
paralegal training program, she 
attempted to return to work at 
Cal Poly but was stopped short.
A letter to Gunter from Carlos 
Cordova, an attorney with the 
State Personnel Board, to Gunter 
stated that “an employer is no 
longer obligated to rehire an 
employee who has completed a 
rehabilitation program.”
Furthermore, if she was 
returning to work, the university 
required  her to pass a 
psychiatric evaluation by a 
state-appointed physician within 
four weeks. The next available 
appointment with the univer­
sity’s doctor was six weeks.
Gunter said she was left no 
choice but to retire from the 
university.
“I could not seek other 
employment while I was still 
employed by Cal Poly,” Gunter 
said, “even though I was not 
receiving any hours, only my 
earned vacation sick leave. I 
chose retirement so I could at 
least retain my benefits.”
Througout October and 
November, the Daily left several 
m essa g es  w ith G lo s te r ’s 
secretary asking to speak with 
him about the matter. The calls 
were returned but informed the Daily that Gloster either had no 
comment or was out of town.
In the most recent conversa­
tion late Wednesday, Gloster’s 
secretary said Gloster had been 
informed by an assistant district 
attorney involved in the case 
that he should not comment on 
the allegations.
None of the other defendants 
— Negranti, Baker, or Munitz — 
would comment, saying either in 
person or through a repre­
sentative that university policy 
barred discussion of legal dis­
putes.
In his defense, it can be said 
that Gloster had little reason to 
retaliate against Gunter, given 
the high praise placed on him by 
the investigative committee.
“It was the unanimous con­
clusion by the Review Commit­
tee,” they wrote, “that Dr. 
Gloster has made significant con­
tributions to the progress of the 
Information Resource Manage­
ment program.
“The university had been the 
beneficiary of many high value 
loans and grants as a result of 
Dr. Gloster’s initiative and 
entrepreneurial efforts.”
But this did not prevent them
from finding Gloster had violated 
several CSU policies.
Among the improprieties the 
com m ittee c ited , G loster  
provided IBM with a com­
petitor’s sealed bid for a CSU 
project and accepted, on behalf of 
Cal Poly, computing equipment 
without the authority to do so.
In a memorandum to Baker 
regarding the sealed bid. Execu­
tive Vice Chancellor Herbert 
Carter said that Gloster’s be­
havior and judgment “were inex­
cusable, totally inappropriate, 
and inconsistent with what we 
can rightfully expect and 
demand from CSU managers.”
An investigation by the state 
Auditor General’s office found 
that Gloster also loaned three 
university-owned Macintosh 
computers to Information As­
sociates, a computing firm, 
without the authority to do so. 
The computers later had to be 
replaced using state funds.
But the committee did not feel 
these violations were severe 
enough to merit punishment.
“We found no factual basis for 
the assertions made against Dr. 
Gloster, with one exception 
(which were the minor violations 
cited),” the committee concluded 
in its review statement.
Independent investigators 
outside of the CSU disagreed.
In a June 23, 1992 letter to 
Anthony Vitti, chairman of the 
CSU Board of'Trustees, then-San 
Luis Obispo Grand Jury 
Foreman L.E. Vandeveer asked 
CSU officials to take another 
look at Gloster’s performance 
case.
“It is the opinion of the Grand 
Jury Law and Justice Committee 
that the Chancellor’s Report on 
the situation (regarding Gloster), 
dated Oct. 1, 1990 is inade­
quate,” Vandeveer wrote. “In ad­
dition to what we believe are dis­
crepancies in the report, we also 
believe that a member of the 
team that investigated and wrote 
the report had a conflict of inter­
est.”
Vandeveer, a retired resident 
of Arroyo Grande, said he could 
not go into detail about his grand 
jury’s findings, explaining all 
documents involving grand jury 
cases from previous years were 
legally required to be destroyed.
Gunter now lives with her son 
in Templeton, no longer able to 
afford a residence of her own in 
San Luis Obispo. She works 
part-time as a secretary at Taco 
Works in San Luis Obispo.
Her lawsuit continues to 
meander through the twists and 
turns of the Los Angeles County 
courts, where attorneys for the 
defense have already tried three 
times to have it summarily 
thrown out.
Gunter said she is not only 
trying to recoup her losses, but to 
prevent any other university 
employee from becoming caught 
in the same bureaucratic tangle.
Among the damages itemized 
in her complaint was a require­
ment that the university estab­
lish a written procedure for ac­
cepting and investigating com­
plaints of employee wrong-doing.
She said one of the most dif­
ficult points in proving her case 
will be showing that the memos, 
performance evaluations and er­
rors in her retraining were a con­
certed effort by Gloster and 
others to deprive her of her job.
But she said it was still 
harassment, regardless if it was 
all on paper instead of in-person.
“What (he) did to your face 
was not what he did behind your 
back,” she said.
CAL POLY EXTENDED EDUCATION W INTER QUARTER
1994
For more information or to enroll call 756-2053
Agriculture. Animal Science & 
Ecology
Horseshoein}! for the Horse Owner - ASCI E600, 
(Professional 3 units), Gene Armstrong, B.S.,
$210,
CAL POLY HORSESHOEING UNIT (30), 
Tuesdays, January 11 - March 15, 7 - 1 0  p.m.
Beginning Gardening - NCR 9027,
Mark Skinner, B.S., $20, CAL POLY Saturday, 
January 15, 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Business & Management
Communication Skills for Managers - MDS 
92098 (2 CEU’s), Jean De Costa, Ph.D. Cand., 
$155($135 Cert. Enrollees), CAL 
POLY,Wednesays, January 5 - February 16, 6:30
- 9:30 p.m.
Building High Performance Teams - MDS 94013,
(2 CEU’s), Robert Haynes, Ph.D. & Timothy 
Stalder, Ph.D., $155($135 Cert. Enrollees), CAL 
POLY, Mondays, January 10 - February 7, 6:30 - 
9:30 p.m. «& Saturday, February 12 8 a.m. - 5 
p.m. (Book, Team Work: What Must go Right, 
What Can go Wrong, required )
Employment and Labor Law - MDS 94061, (2
CEU’s), Susan Waag J. D., $155($135 Cert. 
Enrollees), CAL POLY, Tuesdays, January 11 - 
February 22, 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Managing the Multi-Cultural Workforce - NCR 
9024, (.5 CEU’s), Jean M. Athey,
M.B.A.,$60($50 Cert. Enrollees), CAL POLY, 
Saturday, February 26, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Tradem arks - NCR 8394, (.5 CEU’s), Daniel 
McKown, J.D. $60($50 Cert. Enrollees), CAL 
POLY, Saturday, January 29, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Health Care Reform: W hat does it mean to me 
& my business - NCR 9057, (.5 CEU’s), Joel 
Diringer, J.D. $60($50 Cert. Enrollees), CAL 
POLY, Saturday, January 22, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Mediution/Alternative Dispute Resolution - NCR 
9058, (.8 CEU’s), Barbara McCallum, $115, CAL 
POLY, Wednesdays January 12 - February 2, 6:30
- 8:30 p.m.
Computer Applications
Operating Systems and MS-DOS - NCR 8633, (1 
CEU), Emile Attala, Ph.D. & Robert Howell,
M.A., $125,
CAL POLY, Friday, January 21, 7 - 10 p.m. & 
Saturday, January 22, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Intro to Paradox For Windows - NCR 9048, (.7
CEU), Jerry Hull, B.S.E, $85, CAL POLY, 
Saturday, March 5, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
The Care and Maintenance of Hard Disks - NCR 
8947, (.5 CEU), French Morgan, $60, CAL 
POLY, Saturday, February 26, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Introduction to AutoCAD - NCR 9029, (1.5 
CEU’s), Jim Borland, M.S., $125, CAL POLY, 
Tuesdays, January 18 - Febrary 22, 6:30 - 9:30 
p.m. (No class February 8)
Education
Play Therapy - PSY E457X, (3 Academic Units), 
Ken Schwartzenberger, LCSW, $210, CAL POLY, 
Tuesdays & Thursdays, January 4 - March 10,
12:00 - 1:30 p.m.
Gender Equity Issues in Education - EDUC 
E667,(Professional 1 unit), Carolyn A. Kelso,M.A. 
$70, PASO ROBLES, Tuesdays, February 8 - 
March 1 , 6 -  8:30 p.m.
Integrated Art For The Cla.ssroom - EDUC 
E645, (Professional 1 Unit),Bernice Loughran- 
Nicholson, Beth Mott, &  Susan Rotalo, $70, 
Location to be identified, Saturdays, February 5, 
March 5, and April 16, 9 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Food & Beverage Management
Hospitality Supervision - HMS 251, (3 CEU’s), 
Wanda Curry, M Ed., $170($150 Cert. Enrollees), 
CAL POLY, Mondays, January 3 - March 21, 6:30
- 9:30 p.m.(holidays observed January 17, «Sc 
February 1\)
Food Sanitation Management - HMS 243, (3 
CEU’s), Steve Carnes, B.A., $170(150 Cert. 
Enrollees), CAL POLY, Wednesdays, January 6 - 
March 10, 7 - 1 0  p.m.
Humanities & Art
Islamic Religion - PHIL E308,(3 Academic 
Units), Rasha al-Disuqi, Ph.D., $210, CAL POLY, 
Tuesdays &  Thursdays, January 4 - March 10, 6 - 
7:30 p.m.
Article W riting for Fun & Profit - NCR
8726,Jacqueline Tasch, B.A., $65, CAL POLY, 
Wednesdays, January 26 - February 17, 6:30 - 8:30 
p.m.
The Art & Craft of Screenwriting - NCR 9051,
Allan Nicolett, $95, CAL POLY, Saturday,
February 12, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
The Art of Chinese Cuisine - NCR 9052, Mary 
Lau Valle, $60, CAL POLY, Saturday, January 
22, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
California W riters of the 90’s - NCR 9038, (1.5 
CEU’s), Ingrid Reti, M.A., $69, CAL POLY, 
Wednesdays, January 12 - March 2, 7:30 - 9:30 
p.m.
Overcoming Writing Blocks:A Creative W riting 
Workshop - NCR 8732, (.6 CEU’s), Igrid Reti, 
M.A., $50, CAL POLY, Saturday, March 5, 10 
a.m. - 4 p.m.
Language Skills
Chinese Culture and Conversation II - NCR 
8445, Margarida Yu Hui Yin, M. Arch., $105,
CAL POLY, Tuesdays, January 11 - March 1 , 7 -  
9 p.m.
Conversational Italian - Intermediate - NCR 
8662, Livia Seim Ph.D .,$105, CAL POLY, 
Mondays, January 10 - March 14, 7 - 9 p.m. 
(Holidays Observed , January 17 &  February 21)
Conversational Russian - NCR 8725, Olga Howe, 
M.A.,$105, CAL POLY, Wednesdays, January 12 
-March 2, 7 - 9 p.m.
Destinos: An Introduction to Spanish - SPAN 
E602,(Professional 2 units), Sandra Jenkins,
Ph.D.,$140, CAL POLY, Tuesdays &  Thursdays, 
January 4 - February 4, 7 - 9 p.m.
Paralegal
Legal Research (R) - PLS 310,(4 CEU’s), Ed 
Hein, J.D.,$185, CAL POLY, Tuesdays, January 4
- March 15, 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Contracts (R) - PLS 311,(3 CEU’s), James H. 
Shires, J.D .,Ph.D .,$160, CAL POLY, Thursdays, 
January 6 - March 10, 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Employment and Labor Law (E) - PLS 345^(2 
CEU’s), Susan Waag, J.D ., $135, CAL POLY, 
Tuesdays, January 11 - February 22, 6:30 - 9:30 
p.m. .
Corporate and Partnership Law (E) - PLS 337,(3 
CEU’s), Howard Mark Becker, J.D .,$160, CAL 
POLY, Wednesdays, January 5 - March 9, 6:30 - 
9:30 p.m.
Interviewing and Investigations (E) - PLS 350, (3 
CEU’s), Alan C. Bond, $160, CAL POLY, 
Mondays, January 3 - March 21, 6:30 - 9:30 
p.m.(Holidays observed January 17 «fc February 21)
P^rsonal/Career Development
Career Counseling (Personalized) - NCR 8492,Jill 
Hayden, M.A., $45/hour, CAL POLY Student 
Services Bldg. A(124) Career Services, By 
appointment, 756-2501
Elderhostel:
Fee for Sunday 3 PM - Friday Noon is 
$320(includes double occupancy room, 15 meals 
and educational programs) $220 non- 
residential(includes 15 meals and educational 
programs).
At The Inn at Morro Bay
January 9 - 14, featuring, MORRO BAY AS A 
NATURAL RESOURCE, Tom Richards; FOUR 
CALIFORNIA STORYTELLERS, Ingrid Reti; 
MIND AND BODY: THINK YOUR WAY TO 
HEALTH, Margaret O’Neill.
January 30 - February 4, Repeat of January 9 - 
14 program.
February 13 - 18, featuring, THE WEST COAST 
IN WORLD WAR II, Dan Krieger; DREAMS: 
IMAGES OF INNER WISDOM, Joanna 
McDonnel; JERUSALEM, THE CITY OF HOLY 
TO THREE RELIGIONS, Harry Manholf.
March 6 - 1 1 ,  Repeat of February 1 3 - 1 8  
program.
March 13 - 18, DESTINOS: A MYSTERY 
JOURNEY THROUGH THE SPANISH­
SPEAKING WORLD PART, I, with Sandra 
Jenkins. Appropriate for beginners and practicing 
for travel.
At Cambria Pines Lodge
January 1 6 -2 1 , Featuring, WILLIAM 
RANDOLPH HEARST AND HIS ENCHANTED 
CASTLE, Karen Beery; TREES AND WOODY 
PLANTS OF CALIFORNIA, Tim Plumb; GLASS 
ART THROUGH THE AGES, Mike &  Linda 
Adel son.
February 6 - 1 1 ,  Repeat of January 16- 21 
program.
February 20 - 25, featuring, WILLIAM 
RANDOLPH HEARST AND HIS ENCHANTED 
CASTLE, Karen Beery; SOCIAL AND 
CULTURAL SETTINGS OF RELIGIOUS 
ARCHITECTURE, Curtis Illingworth; JEW AND 
CHRISTIAN - THE HISTORIC DIALOGUE,
Frank Rosenthal.
February 27 - March 4 Repeat of February 20 - 
25 program.
March 20 - 25, featuring, DESTINOS: A 
MYSTERY JOURNEY THROUGH THE 
SPANISH SPEAKING WORLD Part II, Sandra 
Jenkins.
Wine Marketing
Wine M arket Analysis - AGB E446x, (Academic 
2 units), William Amspacher, Ph.D., $140, CAL 
POLY, Erhart Ag. Bldg 10 rm 206, Friday,
January 7 &  February 4, 7 - 10 p.m., and 
Saturday, January 8 «& February 5,
9:30 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Wine Distribution and Pricing - AGB E447x,
(Academic 2 units), Phillip Doub, Ph.D., $140, 
CAL POLY, Erhart Ag. Bldg. 10 rm. 206, Friday, 
January 28 &  February 25, 7 - 10 p.m., and 
Saturday, January 29 &  February 26, 9:30 a.m. - 5 
p.m.
Seasory Evaluation of Wine - NCR 9059, 
Academic 2 units), Robert Noyes, Ph. D., $140, 
CAL POLY, Erhart Ag. Bldg. 10 rm. 206, Friday, 
March 4 &  March 11, 7 - 10 p.m., ?nd Saturday, 
March 5 &  March 12, 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
■ fU E T  - E o r o
------------ ^  1 HOUR SERVICE
Prints from slides 
Slides from prints 
Slide dupes
E-6 slide film processing
All Overnight!!!
SUDES
LAGUNA VILLAGE CENTER, CORNER OF C  >( Q  A  A Q ^  
LOSOSOSVALLEYRD. & M A D O N N A  RD. 0 ^ 0 " O ^ /  I
ÎÏÏNÏÏ
BEST YOUrEVER ATE
M U S T A N O  D A I L Y
ARRESTED?Have you, a member of your family, or a friend been charged with a DUI or other criminal offense? If so, we know what you’re going through and we can help.
For seventeen years, we have represented local people in courtroom appearances in San Luis Obispo ano 
throughout California. ♦  Simply call us for information or make an appointment for a consultation. ♦  There 
is never a charge to answer your questions, advise you of your rights and let you know what will happen in 
court. ♦  We don’t  mind taking the time to talk to you and we know from experience that you will feel much 
better knowing exactly what is going on. ♦  If you want a public defender, we will tell you how to go about that, 
too. ♦  After we review your case, if you would like us to represent you, you will not have to go to court.
Drinking/Driving Defense Clinic
1014 Palm Street • San Luis Obispo • (805) 543-7695
VíHgy^krtl Ckrr^tidtw fe\]cws]^t f>
• S u n d ay 's  a t  9 &  l l
• F re e  rid e  fro m  d o rm s
• College G rou p  m id -w eek
• Call S 43-316Z
Grand
& lv d . CDjrt
Johnson
ixxie St.
Lizzie
With thes
Cow« «$ Yofc 6Tt
NOW 
through 
December 10th
Large Coffee 
andO(Hn0 [a
only $1.50
..
L ___ ___
L ocnted  d o w n s ta ir s  
in  th e  U n iv e rs ity  U n io n  
ac ro ss  fro m  M cP h ee 's  
g a m e s  a rea .
- r i
» 4 Lim ited to sto ck  on hand
'93  Giro Helmets 25% oil 
New Wieter Clotitieg Is Here!
Check Del All The New '9 4  Bicycles
Speciellzeil %am Force Helmet $ 2 7 . 9 5  
U-LockSiBiizE $ 1 6 . 9 5
All Hemeinieg '93 Bikes ON S A L E  |
í$43-44tl
■ft-
Street
HOWTOWRITEAMOeiE
Choose Registration. College 
seniors can take the Fundamen- 
^  v r / r  \ l3ls of Engineering (FE) exam-  
 ^ r \  ^he first formal step in becoming 
3 fegistered, professional engi- 
^^^^Mieer. Take the test during your senior 
year or immediately after graduation, 
while engineering courses are still fresh in ypur mind.
i PE
Mark Your Calendar. The
FE exam is administered every 
April and October. Your state 
board or engineering dean can tell ’ 
you when and where. Send in your 
exam application today.
r
Pass the FE Exam Now.
Earning your engineering degree 
and passing the FE exam qualifies you 
as an engineer-in-lraining or ElT-a 
qualification many employers look 
for when hiring. They know that EITs 
are committed to their profession 
and its high standards of practice.
Later, as a professional engineer, you’ll enjoy the bene­
fits of registration. Employers look for RE.s when hiring. 
RE.s often move up the corporate ladder faster than 
non-registered engineers. And only RE.s can consult in 
private practice.
Make your resume .stand out from all the others. Take 
the FE exam.
Please send me the free brochure: 
“PE Registration: The Smart Choice."
Nam e.
C o l l e g e .
..S l a t e - Z i p .
R e t u r n  to :
NCEES
.S t u d e n t I n l o r m a l i o n
f'O . Box 1686. Clemson, SC 2%33-lf)80
TAKE THE FE EXAAA 
THIS APRIL.
BMX, FreesWie, Juvenile, 
Cruisers, Mountain & Cross Bikes by...
HJniDCEsrone
S f c ^street
Bikes
DISCOVER
2
S
CAT EYE 
BIKE
HEADUGHTS
$15®®
BLACKBURN 
BIKE SPORT 
WORKSTANC
ProCloss OUTRIDER! 
Mountain Bikes 
18 Speed 
Shimano Index
$199 88
$54'
CYCLING HELMETS ADUU FROM $29.88 
CHILDREN FROM $26.88
Alpinestars '93 Cromega 
D320 MTN. Bike , 
SAVE $130 Now only $399
741 Humbert Street • San Luis Obispo • 541-5878 
Just off the 2700 Block of Broad St«, 
next to Thrifty Car Rental
¥ A L A M O
$ 1
FIRST MONTH'S RENT
ANY SIZE 
SPACE!
when prepaying 2nd month, new renters only.
+  5 FREE MOVING BOXES 
WITH TH IS AD
Resident manager on duty 
Lighted, fenced, & paved 
Office Open 7 days a week
645 Tank Farm Road, 
SLO 54i-1433
jSan Iiu is  ptndletD n
The Season's Newest Old Favorite 
All Wool Plaid Shirt $49*00 - $78*oo
Largest Selection o f  Pendleton 
on the Central Coast
Men's, Women's, & Blankets
795 l:\fiiocta j9 trte t 545—0125
Monday • Saturday 10am to 6pm • Thursday 'til 9pm •  Sunday 12 to 5pm
CAL POLY, SAN LUIS
B O O K  C O M P A N Y  B B I I S E N T S
THIS NOTE IS NOT LEGAL TENOEH 
FOR ANY DEBT, WHATSOEVER I C 3 1 1 2 1 7 1 6 1 7 2 5  P
SIR In front of El Corral Bookstore 
¿ "D e c e m b e r  6- 10, 8:00am -4:00pm
On the lawn near Engr. W est 
December 6- 10, 8;30am -3:30pm
President, Cal Poly,San Luis Obispo Director, El Corral Bookstore
o
■»Bip-
E Y E W E A R
E X C L U S I V E
TO THE CENTRAL COAST
?
Oliver Peoples •  L.A. Eyeworlcs • 
Robert La Roche •  Matsuda •  
Jeon Paul Gaultier •  Romeo 
Gigli •  Christian Roth •  Kansai
W * ^  0|*wT«fic Servie« ctf S*n li«i CJbipo
David A. Schultz, O.D.
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear
778 Marsh St., SLO 543-5200
Also offering same day 
contact lens replacement
Beat The 
Rail
Price HikeF
Get your Eursilpesses for 1994 at 1993 prices!
Eurail Youth Flexipass
• 5 Days within 2 months... $220
• 10 Days within 2 months.. $348
• 15 Days within 2 months... $474
Eurail Youthpass
• One Month... $508
• Two Months... $698
Eurailpass
• 15-Day, 1st Class... $460
• 21-Day, 1st Class... $598
• 1 Month, 1st Class... $728
Rates are s c h e d u le d  to  increase as o f  1 Jan. W 4  Passes issued in 
1 W 3  are valid  if valid ate d  six m onths from  d a te  o f  purchase. O th e r 
rail passes availatjle. Call o r  visit C o u ic il Travel for m ore details
Council Travel
903 Embarcadero Del Note, Isla Vista, CA 93117
805-562-8080
For That Special Someone On Your lost...
Natural and 
Cruelty Free Body Care
An cnticinji array of 
aromatherapy body care 
products custom-blcndctl 
for that special person, 
incense candles, 
lX T t|X H irris , and 
much more.
•( ufr Baskets 
beautifully wrapped, 
startinj.^ at .$10.00
\
Full Service 
Aromatherapy Treatments
• Aromaiberaity 
C'lmsultai it)iis
• Massa,Lie.s 
«Hair  ('are
• b'acialhpopmiK
' Lots of Stock injj: 
Stuffers!
an
apothecary
for
men & women
specializing» in aromatherapy
' I'ree M akeo\’ers 
until Jan. 1
30‘X. C^ ft
Product Refills
( jf/t Ccriilicaics Availnnlc
1050 broad street, and son luis creek, slo • 545-9344
C L H S S I F I E D
TO  ADVERTISE IN  M U STA N G  DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALI 7 5 6 -1 1 4 3
; ““ (iampu8“C lu b 8 '^
•“ POLYPHASE BOOK EXCHANGE“ * 
Final Payback Thurs O Noon 
MEP Bldg 40
~  ABM & CROPS CLUB PRESENTS: 
“ •“ SANTA’S ROUND-UP**“ *
FRI 12/3 O ELKS 9PM-1AM $8® Door 
Pre-Sale Tkts $5-Members/$8-Non
Announcements
ATTNrMKTING/GFtAF. COM/WRITING 
STUDENTS WK. 4 LOCAL PUB. CO. 
COOP? SR. PROJECT? 238-9142 DAVE
CASH for COMICS A GAMING ITEMS 
or Trade CreditI New comics 
every Tbureday-New games each 
week! SUB COMICS GAMES AND 
POSTERS 785 Marsh St. 541-3735
CHEAP THRILLS AND RECYCLED 
RECORDS-TOP 70 CDs only $12.98 
MOST CASH for used CD, tape. LP, 
video games-used CDs from $2.99 
Open M-Sat til 9pm-553 Higuera
FREE!!
ESL CONV. CLASS 
2-4PM FRIDAYS 22-138 
X2067 4 MORE INFO 
MEET NEW PEOPLE 
IMPROVE ENGLISH SKILLS 
FUN FUN FUN
GMAT GRE LSAT 
TEST PREP
CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW 
ANY TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS
HAPPY 
21 ST
BIRTHDAY
SONDII!
Announcements Wanted
PLAN AHEAD NOW FOR YOUR
SENIOR
PROJECT!
WE CAN HELP YOU FIND IDEAS 
COMMUNITY CONNECTION 
UU217DX5834
Greek News
CONGRATS AO 
V-BALL CHAMPS
Events
“ *“  YARD SALE!!! *“ **
110 GRAND AVE 
This Saturday Dec 4lh 7AM-1PM
“ BBQ RIBS, CHICKEN & MORE!!** 
ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR $7.00!!! 
Benefits SLO High School 
Grange Hall 2880 Broad St. 
5:30PM - 7PM Tues. Dec 7lh
Entertainment
Dagger Kayaks now available 
For Rent or For Sale 772-WIND
Lc^t & Found
FOUND
DOG
Brown & White 
w/Brown Nose
Call Josh 544-1089
SUBLET YOUR APT/HOME FOR LAST 2 
WEEKS OF DECEMBER! MY MOTHER 
WILL TAKE GOOD CARE AND PROVIDE 
SECURITY. CALL SARA AT 438-3949
DESPARATE For AM Grad Tickets!!
Will Pay $$ Todd 542-0232
HELP! I NEED GRAD TICKETS FOR 
2PM CEREMONY **“ 545-9880
HELP! I NEED TX 4 GRAD CEREMONY 
-2PM! WILL PAY! Chris 542-0593
NEED A M. GRAD TKTS - WILL PAY!! 
LAURIE 541-9481
NEED AFTERNOON GRAD TICKETS 
CALL 542-9121 ** WILL PAY $$
NEED GRAD TKTS FOR 2PM CEREMONY 
HAD MINE STOLEN *WILL PAY* CALL 
KRISTI 773-5979
WANTED HP11C CALCULATOR 
* / ■  MAN 756-1147/543-1859 WALT
Services
MATH TUTOR - College Prof. Ph D 
100^00 Level Courses 528-0625
Word Processing
FAST, ACCURATE, STYLISH WORD 
PROCESSING OF REPORTS & CORRES 
I PROOF. EDIT & TRANSLATE WHAT 
YOU WRITE. SALLY 773-2828
CLASSIFIED COMPUTER 543-2183 
ALL TYPING & WORD PROCESSING 
FAST & ACCURATE M-F 10-5:30
IN A JAM? SPEEDY PERFECTIONIST 
TO THE RESCUE; ENG GRAD EDtTS 
WP PAPERS. THESES, RESUMES. 
SATISF. GUAR. NANCY 541-6259
Master’s Theses, Sen.Proj., etc 
(1.50 /  ds pg), Resumes. Laser 
Printer, l^ura - 549-8966
R&R WORD PROCESSING (RONA) 
17YRS EXP-LASER PRINTER.544-2591
Typing/Trainlnc 
LASER PRINTS: PC
porls+Resumes 
\C JANET 772-5471
Opportunities
Money Making Secrets!
Amazing Proven Plan Reveals 
How-To System!, Free Info!
Call Now! (800)433-0125
Employment
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
tisheries. Many earn $2,000+/mo. 
in canneries or $3,000-$6,000+/mo. 
on fishing vessels. Many employers 
provide benefits. No exp. iwceeesry! 
Get the necessary head start on next 
summer. For more info, call: 
1-206-545-4155 ext. A6005
ATTENTION: STUDENT WORKS 
PAINTING IS NOW HIRING BRANCH 
OPERATORS FOR THE SUMMER OF 94. 
EARN UP TO $15000 & GET THE 
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE OF A LIFE­
TIME. CALL 800/955-7557 POSITIONS 
FILLING FAST THROUGHOUT CALIF.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Eam up to 
$2000+/mo. on Cruise Ships or 
Land-Tour companies. World 
travel. Summer & Full-Time 
employment available. No exp 
necessary. For into call: 
1-206-634-0468 ext. C6005
INSTRUCTORS
ENJOY TEACHING? STRONG IN SCIEN 
CES? SCORE HIGH ON STRZD TESTS? 
NATL TEST PREP CO SEEKS DYNAMIC 
PT MCAT INSTRUCTORS FLX HRS *7/ 
WK PAY 16,50/HR LTR & RESUME: 
TPR 7127 HOLLISTER#110 GTA93117
Night martager for large student 
complex. In exchange for free 
rent. Must have flexible hours. 
Must bs ovsr 21 years old & 
responsibis. Apply in person 
555 Ramona Dr.
"^tomobiles
1986 VW CABRIOLET RED/BLACK 
NEW TIRES. GOOD STEREO SYSTEM. 
EXCELLENT CONDITION, $5000 
528-4969
(?.
VWAT r r
RCiTTEM 
ENEH\HG 
TH\S VJAS
AT LEAST 'iOÔ 
P'.H\SV1ED TOOR 
PAPER
'(EAU, BMT \T COULO'ME 
BEEH A LCbT BETTI^R,
I  FlUAlLS GET A CUAHCE 
i TO YIRUE ABOVJT SOMETMltfG 
I  KUOW BACKVfARO AHD 
forward AHD I  TO 
RUSU TUE WHOLE THIHG.
A#  ^ 4^ .
well, w\th tu e  t im e
A'lALABLE, NOV) OIP THE 
BEST Too COULD, _
T
I  TH1^ K^ 
GEH\USES SHOULD 
BE G\NE.H 
SPECIAL 
COUS\0ERAT\ORS.
Miscellaneous
RECYCLE 
MUSTANG DAILY
AT ANY OF OUR SIX CONVENIENT 
LOCATIONS: KENNEDY LIBRARY. AG 
BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE, 
THE CELLAR. THE UNIVERSITY 
UNION. FISHER SCIENCE. 
MUSTANG DAILY...
ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY
LOST ANYTHING LATELY IN THE U.U.? 
Check the U.U. Information Desk 
We have many found Hems 
including: CAMERAS, CALCULATORS 
and WALLETS 
Stop By or Call X1154
For Sale
2 DRAFTING TABLES 6X3.5 W/DRWRS 
$250 ea.42 Mega Byte 1/2 Height 
Hard Drive $100 544-9700
DESK/DRESSER SET GOOD COND $100 
544-3150
MENS AND WOMENS SWIMWEAR 
$20.00 OR 3 FOR $50.00 ALSO 
$10.00 OR 3 FOR $25.00 
**THE SEA BARN-AVILA BEACH**
Roommates
COUNTRY LIVING IN SLO.
FML. RMT. WANTED. OWN ROOM $225 
A MONTH. CALL AMY/JANET 544-9270
FML. RMT. CUST. VIEW HOME MORRO^ 
BAY $350-f$300 UTIL INC. 772-1079
FML.RMT.MUSTANG VILLAGE $200/MO 
SHARED RM. CALL 544-2384
MLE RMT WANTED FOR OWN BDRM AND 
BTHRM IN LARGE APT CLOSE TO 
DWNTWN SLO $300 PER MONTH 
547-1139
Rental Housing
ROOM FOR RENT
TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE, GREAT 
HOUSE S265/MONTH CALL 549-9497
3 Bdrm 1 Ba House-1274 Reba St. 
SLO $875/momh *“ 541-8496
FML. RMT. WANTED 
FRN. BDRM. IN A 3 
BDRM. TOVYNHOUSE 
$325 A MONTH 
544-7007
T o r  r e n t  s lo  2Bd r m  m o b ile  h o m e  
1 1/2 b a t h  w a s h /d r y -p o o l -h o t t u b  
1 PRSN. $380/MNTH (619)376-6072
LOS OSOS 15 min drive from Po^
2 Rooms $325/mo+$300dep. 528-0625
Homes for Sale
FREE LIST o( all HOUSES & CONDOS 
FOR SALE in SLO. caH 543-8370. 
Steve Nelson, Farrell Smyth, R/E.
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Women’s soccer tops fall feats
4
By Brad Hamilton 
Daly Staff Writer
Li m ^  .1
m  '
3 , t
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The volleyball team had its celebrations, but the ball often 
landed on their side of the court /  Daily photo by Kent Eimers
The fall quarter oozed with talented players and teams 
that rose above expectations. Here is a list of the top per­
formers:
• The women’s soccer team gets the Shaquille O’Neal 
award for Cal Poly sports — enjoying immeasurable suc­
cess in just a few seasons in the big leagues.
The women’s team cruised all the way into the NCAA 
Division II Championship game in just their second 
season as a Cal Poly division sport.
The women finished their 1993 campaign with a 15-5-1 
record. They ended up second in the nation after bowing 
out 2-0 to Barry University in the championship game.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On the year, the Mustangs went 8-0 at home — allow-
Women's soccer celebrates after one of its record 15 wins /  Daily photo by Steve McCrank ing three goals at home. Cal Poly outscored opponents
52-16 — including a record setting 15-0 massacre of 
Southern California College.
BVeshman goalkeeper Kristina Grigaitis proved to be 
the biggest surprise and overachiever. She kept 94 shots 
out of the goal for a record 10 shutouts. Her 94 saves in 16 
games earned her a .889 goals-against average per game 
and an eighth ranking in the nation in that category.
Freshman midfielder Nicole Gunion proved to be 
another pleasant surprise. She finished third on the team 
with 16 points (seven goals and two assists).
• The men’s soccer team was almost as impressive. 
They won the California Collegiate Athletic Association 
title in similar fashion as the women — without a loss to a 
conference opponent. However, they did not simulate the 
women’s victory over Sonoma State in first round NCAA 
Tournament action.
The men’s team’s biggest game was a 4-2 double-over-
_ f ,1 II I • I • j- -j 1 L »» • ^  State Fullerton, who takes on South
W  loolball players enpyed individual success but IM Carolina in a Division I Championship semifinal Friday,
ran thin towards season end /  Daily photo by Scott Kobmson
See ACHIEVEMENTS, page 6
’4 3
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Some fall sports simply fizzled
■ at.ÆA’îw-; ■
è.sà.. afa
The men's cross country team dominated in several races 
during its season but fell flat in the Division II National 
Championship race /  Daily photo by Lorena Arnold
By Brad Hamilton
Doiy Staff Writer
Three of the five fall 
sp o rts  q u a lif ie d  for 
postseason action. It wasn’t 
all peaches and cream, 
though.
• The football team 
bounced back from an 
opening-season loss and an­
nihilated five consecutive 
opponents by a 217-49 scor­
ing margin. Cal Poly’s win­
ning streak captured na­
tional attention — climbing 
as far as 16th in the NCAA 
Division II.
But after a 35-33 loss to 
Sacramento State, the 
team petered out and 
finished with a 6-4 record 
and 1-3 in the American 
West Conference.
• Volleyball’s upset vic­
tory over Sacramento State 
derailed the H ornets’ 
playoff hopes and avenged 
a first-ever defeat to the 
Hornets early in the 
season. It was one of the 
few bright spots of the 
Mustangs 11-22 season. 
The team’s record recipro­
cates last year’s 22-11
mark and stands as the 
worst ever in Cal Poly’s 13- 
year NCAA history.
• The m en’s cross 
country team walked up to 
the NCAA National Cham­
pionship race starting line 
full of confidence. The team 
easily won the CCAA and
West Regional champion­
ships and earned a No. 2 
ranking in Division II. The
team finished seventh, 
though, with its top 
finisher, Dan Berkeland, 
crossing the line 33rd.
The Final Whistle
The Final Whistle looks back at fall 
quarter's outstanding stories.
Thursday:
• Biggest Surprises and Achieve­
ments
Cal Poly witnessed some unex­
pected big-time performances.
• Biggest Fizzles
Some teams nose-dived before 
reaching their potential.
Friday:
• Strange Days Indeed
It was an interesting quarter.
ATHLETES OF THE QUARTER
Angela Orefice -
Cross Country
The sophomore runner won 
her first California Collegiate 
Athletic Association individual 
championship and anchored the 
Cal Poly women's cross country 
team's 13th consecutive confer­
ence and NCAA West Regional 
titles.
The 5-foot, 3-inch Arroyo 
Grande native also headed the 
Mustangs' second-place finish in 
the Division II National Champi­
onships Monday, Nov. 22. She 
finished the 8K race at 18:03 for 
fourth place.
Dan Fish - Soccer
The senior defender consis­
tently held the opponents' top of­
fensive weapons at bay with his 
speed and amazing marking 
skills.
The 5-foot, 6-inch and 150- 
pound Sacramento native was 
perfect in his attacks on the goal. 
He was one for one. He scored his 
game winning goal against Cal 
State Bakersfield that deflected 
off the goal post and into the net. 
He also had three assists.
Fish was named the Califor­
nia Collegiate Athletic Associa­
tion Player of the Year.
Men’s hoops ends road trip
Mustangs suffer another bruising by Division I foe
Daily Staff Report
The Cal Poly men’s basketball 
team finished its rugged opening 
season road trip Tuesday with a 
75-54 loss to the University of San 
Francisco Dons.
Turnovers and rebounding led to 
the downfall of the Mustangs (0-3). 
Cal Poly committed 28 turnovers, 19 
in the first half and was out- 
rebounded, 46-29.
Cal Poly never led during the 
game, but stayed close imtil late in 
the first half when the Division I 
Dons made a 12-4 run to take a 
43-30 halftime lead.
As late as 6:31 remaining in the 
game, the score remained a respect­
able 60-48 until a final 9-0 run by 
San Francisco ended any hopes of an 
upset.
Senior guard Matt Clawson led 
the Mustangs with 13 points with 
junior forward Scott Kjellesvig the 
only other player to be in double 
figures with 10 points. Freshman for­
ward Damien Levesque had a team- 
high six rebounds.
Gerald Walker led the Dons with
21 points and also pulled down 10 
rebounds. Art Wallace led San Fran­
cisco with 11 rebounds. Dons’ out­
standing point guard Orlando Smart 
contributed 11 points and eight as­
sists.
“We played pretty hard,” Mustang 
coach Steve Beason said. “(We) did a 
lot of good things. But there were 
stretches where we didn’t play very 
well.”
The large amount of turnovers 
could also be attributed to San Fran­
cisco’s athletic ability and quickness.
San Francisco was the third 
straight Division I team Cal Poly 
played on the road to start this 
season.
“I would rather play good teams 
and lose to learn a lot and improve, 
than gain a false sense of security 
playing against a weak team,” 
Beason said.
The next game for the Mustangs 
will be against Cal State Hayward at 
Mott Gym Saturday.
On Dec. 13, Division I team 
University of Montana will visit Mott 
Gym.
Q uick Roundup
(AP) Detroit Pistons 
Bill Laimbeer, realizinghe 
had become the kind of 
player he despised, retired 
Wednesday at age 36.
During his 14 seasons 
in the NBA, all but one 
with the Pistons, the 6-foot, 
11-inch center became one 
of the most hated players 
the game has ever known. 
His flying elbows and hard 
picks sentbodiesflyingand 
tempers flaring every­
where he played.
"I think 'hate' is a 
strong word," Laimbeer 
said. "I wore a black hat. 
Somebody has to play that 
role. I accepted it.
"It's my style of play," 
he added.
As for his future, 
Laimbeer said he and his 
father, a wealthy Chicago 
businessman, are trying to 
buy a business. He added 
that professional golf and 
politics also are possibili­
ties.
